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Recently Grace and Lalli [ 1] studied the asymptotic behaviour of the 
integro-differential equation 
(a(t)?cf)’ + b(tlx’ + c(t)x = r(t) ji g(s) x(s) ds + 6tt, .x, xf) (1) 
as t+ co. It was proved that under certain conditions on the functions r(t), 
g(t) and 0(t, x, x’), there is a solution of (1) satisfying any given initial 
conditions which tends to a solution of the linear differential equation 
(a(t)x’)’ + b(t)x’ + c(t)x = 0, (2) 
for which the general solution is known. Their proofs are based on some 
inequalities due to Pachpatte [2]. The purpose of this note is to provide alter- 
native estimates of the inequalities needed and as a consequence to relax 
some of the conditions required in the proofs. 
LEMMA 1. Let x(t), fi(t), fi(t), f3(t) and p(t) be real-valued nonnegative 
continuous functions on I = [0, co), for which the inequality 
x(t) ,< ~0) + (f,(s) x(s) ds 
-0 
j‘ L(t) x(r) dr ds, 
I 
t E I, 
holds. Then 
x(~)~P(f)+jf [J,(s)p(s)+~*(s)j~j,(r)p(T)dr] 
0 
X exp 
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Proof: Define 
[‘f,(r) x(r) dr ds. 
I 
R(0) = 0; 
-0 
1’0 .’ 0 
Integrating the above inequality, the result (4) follows. 
COROLLARY. In Lemma 1. let p(t) be nondecreasing 
-v(t) ,< p(t) 4(t), 
where 
also. Then 
then from (3) and the nondecreasing nature of R(I). it follows that 
R’(t) <f,(t)1 p(t) + R(t)1 
(5) 
i(t) = exp (Jo’ [f,(s) + f,(s) !I f&) dr] ds) . 
LEMMA 2. Let x(t),f,(t), f2(t), f3(f) and&(t) be real-valued nonnegative 
continuous functions on I, and w(u) be a positive, continuous, nondecreasing, 
submultiplicative function for u > 0, with w(0) = 0. Furthermore. let the ine- 
qualit 
x(t)<xo + j’f,(s)x(s)ds + (.‘J&) [j:/,(r)x(~)dr] ds 
. 0 -0 
+ J f Us) WW)) ds 
be satisfied for all r E I, where x0 is a positive constant. Then 
(6) 
x(t) < G-’ n@(s)) ds g(t). 1 (7) 
where G(r) = jiO(ds/w(s)), r > r. > 0; G-’ is the inverse of G; and t is in the 
subinterval [0, b] of I so that 
G(x,) + (f4(s) w@(s)) ds E Dom(Gp’). 
-0 
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Proof. Since in (6) the term x,, + l:&(s) w(x(s)) ds is nondecreasing, 
from the corollary we find 
Let 
x(t) < $(t) x0 + )-I h(s) WC+)) ds . 
so 1 
R(t) = x0 + j’ fd(s) w(x(s)) ds, R(Oj = x0; 
0 
then, on using the assumptions on w, it follows that 
R’(t)lwW)) <f&j W(t)). 
Integrating the above inequality, the result (7) follows. 
As in [ 1 ] we shall denote 
where Z,(t) and Z,(t) are any two linearly independent solutions of (2). 
ASSUMPTION 1. Let us assume that if Ix(t)\ < <(t)u and Ix’(t)\ < n(t)u, 
then there exist continuous nonnegative functions r,(t), f (t) and a continuous 
nondecreasing w(u) for u E [0, co) with the property that G(u) = 
I”,,(ds/w(s)) -+ 00 as u -+ co and such that either 
(a) I W, x, ~‘11 < r,(t)u or 
(b) IW, x, x’)l < r,(t)u + f(t) W(U) 
holds. 
THEOREM 1. In addition to Assumption l(a), let the following conditions 
hold: 
(i) a(t), b(t) and c(t) are continuous for t E I, and a(t) > 0, 
(ii) r(t) and g(t) are continuous and nonnegative for t E I, (8) 
-I S(s) 
(iii) Jo W(s) a(s) 
r,(s) + r(s) jS T(r) g(r) d7 1 ds < 00, t E I, 0 
where 
w(t)=z;z,-z,z; >o. 
Then for every pair (x0, XL) of numbers there is a solution of ( 1) which can 
be written in the form 
x(t) = A(t) Z,(t) + B(t) Z,(t), 
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satisfying the initial conditions x(0) = x, and x’(0) = x0 with lim,_,, A(t) = I 
and lim,_, B(t) = m. 
Proof. The proof is an application of our corollary and similar to that 
given in 11, Theorem 11. 
THEOREM 2. 1~ addition to Assumption I(b) and Theorem 1, if we 
assume that 
I 
-I r(s)f(s) ds < co 
_ 0 W(s) 44 ’ 
t E I, 
then the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds, provided w is submultiplicative and 
w(0) = 0. 
ProoJ The proof is an application of our Lemma 2 and similar to that 
given in [ 1, Theorem 2 1, 
In case r,(t) = r(t) as considered by Grace and Lalli condition (8) takes 
the form 
-1 t(s) r(s) 
J 0 W(s) 4
which is automatically satisfied if 
J 
-I 4s) r(s) ds < o3 
0 W)4s) 
, )_I T(s) g(s) ds < co, t E I, (10) 
-0 
as required in their proofs. In several situations condition (9) is satisfied, 
whereas condition (10) is not. For example, consider the equation 
x”+2x’+x=ep2’ ! 
.I es 
- x(s) ds + e - 2r~; 
0 1+s 
then W(t) = eP2’, r(t)=q(t)=(l +t)e-‘, a(t)= 1, r(t)=e-“, g(t)= 
e’/(l + t) and it is easy to verify that (9) is satisfied, whereas 
j:, r(s) g(s) ds k m, t E 1. 
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